


These are the British values: 

• Democracy 

• The rule of law

• Individual liberty

• Mutual respect

• Tolerance of those of 
different faiths and beliefs



Democracy

Britain is a democracy – this means that the people in 
Britain vote for the people who make the laws and 
decide how the country is run. 

In school, we elect leaders and hold mock elections in 
order to understand how decisions are made and to 
fairly decide on the best leaders in our school. 

The mayor, our local councillor and our MP have visited 
school to hear our voices and to tell us how we can 
make a difference in our community.



The rule of the law
In Britain we have a legal system 
and the police force make sure 
that people uphold the law.

Every year, we re visit our class
and school rules and the police visit 
school to help us understand the 
laws in our society.



Individual Liberty
In Britain, as long as we do not break
the law, we can live as we choose to and
have our own opinions about things.

We use our class reflection books to
share our individual opinions on topics
shared in worship. We also respect the
views of others when we share our
opinions about what we learn in school.



Mutual Respect
We might not always agree with other 
people, but we try to show respect for 
their thoughts and feelings.

We show respect in our actions and 
words. Respect is a key value in our 
school. We value our differences and 
respect the various faiths, traditions 
and beliefs in our school and community. 



Tolerance of those of 
different faiths and beliefs

In Britain we accept that other people 
might have different beliefs than ours and 
they may believe in different religions.

We celebrate key multi-faith festivals 
together to show a respect for one 
another’s traditions.



Our School Values and Links with 
British Values

Achieve (democracy)

Succeed (individual liberty)

Persevere (rule of law)

Include (tolerance and democracy)

Respect (mutual respect and rule of law)

Enjoy learning (individual liberty)


